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Dallas,
D
TX ‐ June 11th, 2013 – Thee United Staates has maade great sttrides in beccoming more energy
efficient
e
an
nd is well po
ositioned fo
or future grrowth in the sector, acccording to
o consumerss and the
industry
i
in a new studyy from the Rexel Foundation for a better eneergy future,, a recently launched
charitable
c
iinitiative founded by Rexel,
R
a glob
bal leader in
i the profeessional disttribution off products
and
a servicess for the energy world..
Published
P
today, the Rexel
R
Found
dation enerrgy efficienccy study found that 75
5% of US co
onsumers
have
h
made energy effiiciency improvements to their homes in the last five years, ahead of the UK
(68%)
(
and France (70%) and ju
ust slightlyy behind Germany
G
(7
76%). In ad
ddition, 70
0% of US
consumers
c
mprovements in the neear future and an overw
whelming
plan to make energy eefficiency im
majority
m
(93%) stated that they are convinced that in
nvesting in energy efficiency prod
ducts will
enable
e
them
m to reduce
e their energy bills.
The
T
views of electriccal contracctors suppo
ort this treend with 97% confirrming an increased
awareness
a
w
with regard
d to wastingg energy am
mong their client
c
base, as well as increased kn
nowledge
of
o energy eefficiency prroducts and
d solutions (89%).
(
Theyy also said their
t
clientss have beco
ome more
conscious
c
o the return
of
n on investm
ment (87%)) and the deepletion of natural reso
ources (79%
%). These
numbers
n
w
were statisttically higheer than in the other European countries. An overw
whelming
majority
m
of electrical contractors
c
79%) also feelt that that the United States is advanced
a
surveyed (7
in
i adoptingg energy effficiency veersus the other
o
counttries polled
d (namely the
t UK, Fraance and
Germany).
G
However,
H
this study also shows that
t
despitee perceptio
ons of progress in eneergy efficien
ncy, there
are
a
severaal key obsstacles thaat are holding US consumerss back fro
om makingg further
improveme
i
ents. While US consum
mers agree
e that invessting in energy efficieency will saave them
money,
m
for 59% the cost and oth
her financiaal consideraations are holding
h
them
m back, followed by
renters
r
who
o feel the investment is not wortth their while (22%). But
B not knowing who to
t turn to
for
f advice (18%), the overwhelm
ming choice
e of produccts (18%) and the com
mplexity of products
(11%)
(
were also cited as
a major ob
bstacles.
Chris
C
Hartm
mann, Execu
utive Vice Prresident & CEO,
C
Rexel Holdings USSA, said: “The Rexel
Foundation
F
’s energy efficiency survey highligghts that, ass a country, we are reaady to makee
meaningful
m
d lifestyles in
n order to become
b
a more
m
energyy efficient
improvemeents to our homes and
society.
s

“However, there are still areas where the industry needs to work together to help consumers
increase their rate of adoption. Even simple and relatively low cost solutions such as switching to
LED can make a significant difference for renters and homeowners alike. By raising awareness of
the benefits, providing a simplified product offering and advising consumers on the right
solutions for them, we can ease the financial obstacles cited in this study and make progress in
energy efficiency.”

The Rexel Foundation study in focus
A Strong Desire to Change

With 70% of consumers planning to make energy efficiency improvements to their homes in the
next five years, the energy efficiency sector holds great potential. Solutions that ranked the most
popular among respondents include LED lighting, insulation (window, wall, etc.), occupancy
sensors and energy efficient heating and air conditioning systems.
Data also shows that today’s younger generations of consumers are more likely to make such
improvements. It appears that those aged 18‐34, who have grown‐up in a world embedded in
technology, are more comfortable utilizing today’s newer, more technologically advanced
products and solutions. Excluding energy audits and passive measures such as upgrading
insulation of windows, walls and roofs, the age demographic of people planning “active
technology driven” energy efficient upgrades in the next five years can be split as follows:
 18‐24 years – 68%
 25‐34 years – 68%
 35‐49 years – 52%
 50‐64 years – 44%
 65 years+ – 28%
Additionally, 79% of respondents from the electrical industry felt that the U.S. is very much or
reasonably advanced in adopting the practice of energy efficiency. This compares very favorably
to the European countries in the study. 79% of German contractors felt the same way, but only
7% in France and 20% in the U.K. felt they were very much or reasonably advanced.
The Ramifications of Energy Inefficiency
If nothing is done to improve energy efficiency in the United States; we will be left in a vulnerable
position with negative consequences in several key areas.
According to the consumer survey, 92% of Americans agree that if nothing is done to improve
energy efficiency, the cost of energy will continue to rise, 83% said that political tensions will
increase as we become more dependent on other countries to provide our energy, while 82% of
respondents felt that more people will be unable to pay their bills and will fall into fuel poverty.
Finally, more than three quarters of Americans (78%) agree that irreversible damage will be made
to the environment.

Cost is the Catalyst for Change
The United States is emerging from a difficult economic environment and the data collected from
the Rexel Foundation study reinforces the belief that cost is still top‐of‐mind for most consumers.
Among those polled, 76% said that a reduction in their energy bills was the primary reason why
improvements were made to their home. Reflecting the strong environmental movement in this
country, Concern for the Environment ranked second with 35%.
American consumers also believe that by upgrading to more energy efficient products and
solutions, the potential for cost savings to their energy bills would be significant. This point is
reinforced by a vast majority with 93% of American consumers stating that they are convinced
that investing in energy efficiency products will allow them to save money.
Among these, 56% think they could save up to 20% or more on their bills per year (26% of
consumers would expect savings of up to 30% or more).
Although the majority of Americans are planning to make energy improvements to their homes,
the cost and other financial considerations are cited as the recurring reason why many are not
doing more. When consumers were asked, “What needs to be done on a local, national and
international level to encourage people to make greater energy efficiency improvements to their
homes:”
 59% insist that to encourage people to make energy efficiency improvements in the
future the price of technologies and products will have to come down
 35% say better financial incentives or subsidies from the government are needed
 30% say access to attractive financial packages/plans to help them manage the cost would
make a difference
Those within the industry see a similar pattern. When electrical contractors were asked, “What
do you think are the greatest obstacles for customers,” those surveyed said:
 The high price of energy efficient products/new technology – 40%
 A limited disposable income/budget – 34%
 Poor understanding/awareness of the subsidies/tax incentives that are available to them –
28%
Energy Efficiency Must Come from Within
Rexel Foundation’s study addressed the issue of responsibility and the results showed differing
perspectives between consumers and contractors.
42% of contractors felt that it was the role of the federal government to promote energy
efficiency, followed by 38% saying it was the role of utilities/energy companies and 25% said state
or local governments are responsible.

The importance of the role of government was further highlighted by 78% of contractors who
absolutely or somewhat agreed with the statement; “if the government does not intervene by
imposing strict regulations, consumers will not do a great deal to adopt energy efficiency solutions
and the energy sector will not take off.”
Interestingly, consumers said that the responsibility for improving energy efficiency in the home
falls primarily on themselves (42%), which was followed by utilities (29%), state, regional or local
government (22%) and the Federal Government (20%).
Greater Awareness and access to simplified solution needed
When contractors were asked the question, “What are the reasons stopping your customers from
adopting energy efficient solutions,” the most popular, non‐financially related response was ‘lack
of knowledge/awareness of what energy efficiency is all about’ (46%). That was followed closely
by ‘complexity of technology/products and fear of not understanding how to use them’ (33%).
This was reinforced by the fact that 64% of contractors also said that knowing how to explain the
use and benefits of the products and technologies Would help them to better advise their
customers on energy efficiency in the future.
Consumers had a similar feeling towards this issue with 18% saying they are overwhelmed by the
number of different products/technology available and that the products are too complex 11%.
Conclusions
The survey conducted by the Rexel Foundation shows that while Americans are gaining ground in
the race to become more energy efficient and they have a greater willingness to do so, there is
still a lot of work that needs to happen in order to make this goal a reality.
Cost serves as the catalyst for change. Reducing cost is the main reason cited for becoming
energy efficient, but cost is also the primary reason prohibiting consumers from doing so.
While the Federal Government and industry play a key role in advancing the energy efficiency
agenda, consumers understand that the responsibility falls on them in order to make a difference.
It also appears that today’s younger generation could also serve as frontrunners for driving
progress in energy efficiency in the future.

Methodology
This survey was conducted on‐behalf of the Rexel Foundation for a better energy future by
OpinionWay A sample size of 2021 individuals aged 18 years and over, representative of the
population of the United States of America were interviewed for the US consumer poll. The
uncertainty margin is between 0.5 and 2 points for the full sample size (including the USA, France,
the UK and Germany). A sample size of 100 electrical contractors, with 10 or fewer employees,
working in the residential sector in the United States of America, were interviewed for the US

industry poll. The uncertainty margin is between 2 and 5 points for the full sample size (including
the USA, France, the UK and Germany).
All responses were collected online with the CAWI system (Computer Assistance for Web
Interview) and fieldwork was conducted from April 10 – 22, 2013.
- ENDS –

About the Rexel Foundation for a better energy future
The Rexel Foundation for a better energy future was founded in May 2013 by the Rexel Group, a global
leader in the professional distribution of products and services for the energy world, under the aegis of the
Fondation de France. The Rexel Foundation’s mission is to promote access to energy efficiency for all
based on three key pillars: to improve understanding and raise awareness of energy efficiency; to
encourage innovation through research and education, and to support community projects both in France
and abroad in partnership with NGOs, social entrepreneurs and other key stakeholders.
For more information, please visit: www.rexelfoundation.com

About Rexel Holdings USA
Rexel Holdings USA is the U.S. subsidiary of the Rexel Group, a global leader in the professional
distribution of products and services for the energy world. With annual sales of more than $4.2 billion in
2012, more than 6,200 employees and some 400 branches throughout the U.S., Rexel Holdings USA is a
market leader serving the industrial, commercial and residential electrical contractor markets. Through its
portfolio of businesses, including Gexpro, Gexpro Services, Rexel Inc., Rexel International Projects Group,
Capitol Light, Parts Super Center, Munro Distributing Company and Platt Electric Supply, the Company
offers an integrated platform of products, solutions and services in datacom, energy efficiency and
renewable energy, from lighting upgrades to alternative energy technologies, helping customers maximize
their business operations.
For more information, please visit www.rexelholdingsusa.com

About Rexel Group
Rexel, a global leader in the professional distribution of products and services for the energy world,
addresses three main markets - industrial, commercial and residential. The Group supports customers
around the globe, wherever they are, to create value and run their businesses better. With a network of
some 2,300 branches in 37 countries, and over 31,000 employees, Rexel’s sales were €13.4 billion in 2012.
Its major shareholders are an investor group led by Clayton, Dubilier & Rice, Eurazeo and BAML Capital
Partners.
Rexel is listed on the Eurolist market of Euronext Paris (compartment A, ticker RXL, ISIN code
FR0010451203). It is included in the following indices: SBF 120, CAC Mid 100, CAC AllTrade, CAC
AllShares, FTSE EuroMid, FTSE4Good, STOXX600, STOXX Europe Sustainability, Euronext Vigeo Europe
120 and ASPI Eurozone.
For more information, please visit: www.rexel.com
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